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Abstract 
We consider the cell probe complexity of the polynomial evaluation problem with prepro- 
¢essing ofcoeflicienls, for polynomials ofdegree at most n over a finite field K. We show that he 
trivial cell probe algorithm for the problem is optimal ifK is sul~.'iently large compared to n. As 
an application, we give a new proof of the fact that P ~ incr-TIME(oOogn/loglogn)). 
1. lntredeclion 
Let K be a field. We consider the polynomial evaluation problem with preprocessing 
of coet~cients. This problem is as follows: Given a polynomial f iX )  ~ K[X] ,  prepro- 
cess it, so that later, for any field element a ~ K, f(a) can be computed efficiently. It is 
a classical problem in the theory of algebraic omplexity and has been intensively 
investigated in the model of arithmetic straight line programs. In this model, a solution 
for the polynomials of degree at most n is given by two objects. 
• A map ~ from the set of polynomiais of degree at most n into K s, where s is any 
integer, called the preprocessing map. This map associates with each polynomial 
f iX )  a vector (Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Ys), the result of preprocessing f iX) .  
• An arithmetic straight line program P with inputs x, y l ,y ,  ..... y,, i.e. a sequence of 
instructions 
{vi:--- ul o~ wt}j,~,....,~, 
where ,i, wi E K u {x, yt,ys ..... y ,  vl,vz ..... v~-t} and °l~ {+. - , '} -  
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An obvious olution is to let ~b be defined by 
~la .  + a ,X  + aaX" + --- + a .X ' )  = tOo.a,. . . . .  o .~ 
i.e. refrain from preprocessin& and let P evaluate the polynomial asin~ Hornet's rule, 
i,e. 
tTt ~ .t'm,.g 
v2-"~ vl + yn_, 
cs.~- vz. x 
v , .~ cs +.rB-2 
v2=~- V2~-t + Yo 
with a complexity of 2n. This is not optimal for K - R: Pan [I I] gives a scheme with 
complexity L3n/2j + 2 for K -~ ~L His scheme is almost optimal, Belaga [4] shows 
that any correct scheme for K = R has complexity at least L 3n/23 + t. For a survey of 
these, and similar, r~ore recent, results, see [7, pp. 470-479]. 
in this paper we consider the problem for K being a finite field. Since the lower 
bounds above are proved in the context of algebraic independence theory, there is no 
way to extend them to this situation. If K is a finite field we might also note that the 
arithmetic straight line program model seems unreasonably weak, since we in that 
case can represent the elements of K by small integers and use the full power of 
a random access machine, .g. branching, indirect addressing and an extended instruc- 
tion set, to solve the problem. 
This changes the problem somewhat. For instance, in order to get a nontrivial 
problem we must put a bound on s, the number of indices in ~b(f(X)), since we could 
otherwise, in the case where e.g. K = Z~, define 
~b{f|X)) -- (f(Ok f (D, f(2~ .... f (p -- I)) 
and "compute" f(a) for any value of a with a single table look up, using indirect 
addressing. 
The precise model in which we consider the problem in this paper is the cell probe 
model, which for our purposes can be regarded as a strong` nonuniform version of the 
random access machine model. Previously, the cell probe model has been studied 
mainly for set problems, uch that the problems of storing a set $ _~ { I ..... m}, using 
few (e.g. O(iSi)) cells, each containing an element from {1 ..... m}, so that membership 
queries "Is ieS?  [13.5] or rank queries "What is IS n {I ..... i}17" [2, i,9] can be 
answered efficiently. 
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In the cell probe model, a solution with size bound s for the polynomial evaluation 
problem for polynomials of degree at most n is given by the following objects. 
• Ai in the straight Iinc m eL a preproc.,ing :¢ from the of pol om als of: 
d~ at most n into K: 
• For  eachacKade~ision tree T, oeer K: This is a r~t~ tree with each int~ai  
node having IKIsons. Each node is iabel~ with an integer betw~ t aod s. The 
out,going edges from each node are ia~i~ witfi e lm~ts  6fK, ~Ch ~ih le  Value 
appearing exactly once. The leaves are labeled with elements from K. 
Given a vector y ¢ K', we can compute a value T,(y) by the following procedure:. 
We start in the root of Ta and read its label i. We proceed to a new node by following 
the edge with label y, and read the label of this node, ere. We continue this until 
reaching a leaf, the value read there is T,(y). A cell probe, algorithm is correct if 
Ta(dp(f(X)) - f{a) for all f (X)  and a. Its complexity is the depth of the deepest tree. 
Note that the cell probe model only makes ense for K a finite field, since if K is 
infinite, we can let ~ be an injection K "~, K, giving a complexity of 1. 
If s >~ n + I, an upper bound on the complexity of the proHem is n + I, by the 
algorithm which stores a polynomial as its coefficients and reads them all when 
evaluating. We are interested in knowing if this is optimal. 
We prove the following result. 
"l[l~orem I. Let K be a finite field. Any size bound s cell probe algorithm solcing the 
problem for polynomials of deoree at most n has complexity at least 
min (n + 1, l°gIK-~ --logn'~ 
logs }" 
Thus, if s is reasonably small (e.g. s -- n°U~), and K is sum~ently large compared to n 
(Iog IKI ~ nlog n), the trivial cell probe algorithm is optimal. 
We do not have any lower bounds for smaller values of I K], but neither do we know 
of any scheme beating the trivial upper bound for any value of IKI and n with 
n,s --. o(]KI). We conjecture that the lower bound holds for smaller values of 1KI as 
well, i.e. that polynomial evaluation i  general is access infeasible [8]. 
As an application, we consider lower bounds for dynamic lanouaoe membership 
problems. The class of dynamic language membership problems i a general class of 
dynamic problems, considered by Miitersen et aL [t0]. A problem in this class is given 
by a language L _ {0,1}*. We are supposed to implement a data type LoMEMBER 
containing a string x ¢ {0,1}* with three kinds of operations: 
• tntt(n). This operation initializes x to 0". 
• change(i, a). This operation changes the itb component of x to a. 
• query. This operation returns true if x ~ L, false otherwise. 
Many naturally occurring problems, for instance, dynamic graph problems, can be 
phrased as dynamic language membership roblems. For a time bound t(n~ the 
complexity class incr-TIMEO(n)) is the class of languages L for which/.-MEMBER 
has an implementation on a random access computer [3], i.e. a unit cost random 
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access machine where ach machine word stores an integer, polynomially bounded in 
Clearly, for any t i~  bound t(n)bounded by a polynomial, incr-TIME(t(n))is 
i~ioded in P, the cla~ 0flanguages wh~h ~n he reco~ized in~lynomial time~ bot 
it is ano~ problem ifP I tncr-TIM£(OOog n/log n)). It follows from a lower bound 
on dynamic prefix problems by Fredman and Saks [6], using the time stamp method, 
that P ~ incr-TIME(oOogn/loglogn)L We give a completely different {and some- 
what easier) proofof this fact, by giving a lower bound for a polynomial-time problem 
related to polynomial evaluation. 
The proof, which is not difficult, uses the technique of reduction from communica- 
tion problems (first used implicitly by Ajtai [I], made xplicit by Miltersen [8,9]), 
together with standard techniques in communication complexity [12], modified to 
nonbinary protocols. 
In the following, K is a fixed finite field with I/<1 = k. Consider the following 
communication game between two players, Alice and Bob. 
s Alice is given a ~ K. 
, Bob is given a polynomial f (X)~ K[X] of degree at most n. 
The object of the game is to let Alice determine the value of f(a) through 
communication with Bob. The communication is structured in the following way: 
Alice chooses here messages from {1 ..... s}, Bob chooses his messages from {1 ..... k} 
and the communication is strictly alternating, with Alice sending the first message. 
The complexity is the worst-case number of rounds required in an optimal protocol 
before Alice is able to give the correct answer. 
L~num 2. I f  there is a cell probe algorithm with size bound s and complexity  for the 
polynomial evaluation problem, then the complexity of the communication game is at most . 
Proof, We construct a communication protocol using the cell probe algorithm. 
Suppose Alice is given a and Bob is given f(X). Bob computes d~(f(X)) c K', but 
does not send anything yet. 
Then Alice simulates the decision tree T~ by sending Bob requests for the cells she 
wants to read in ~(f(X)). Bob sends the content of the cell in question back. This is 
repeated unt~ aleaf in the decision tree is reached and Alice knows the answer, i.e. for 
at most t rounds. D 
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We now show a lower bound for the communication problem. In the following 
lemma, we consider a general communication problem h: A x B-~ C, where Alice is 
given a • A, Bob is given b e B and the objective of the game is to let Alice find h(a, b). 
A~in! Al i~ ch66~ m ~  from { l i ;.., s} and ch~ his from { L ,.,. k} 
~ 3. If a communication problem h: A x B - .  C has a t round protocol, then there 
is A, g A and B' ~ B so that IA'I >1 lAIN and }B'I >I IBI/k' and so that 
VxeA'Vy, zeB': h(x ,y )  ffi h(x,z) .  
Proof. By induction in t. The lemma dearly holds for t = O, since if Alice can 
announce the answer without communicating with Bob, the function can only depend 
on her input. Now assume that it holds for t, and we will show it for t + 1. Let 
a communication problem h with a t + 1 protocol P be given. For ~ ~ { I ..... s}, let 
A~ be those x E A for which Alice sends ± as a first message when given x as inp.Jt. Fix 
so that IA~I >~ [A ]/s. For p ¢ {I ..... k}, let Bp be those y ¢ B for which Bob send/~ as 
the first message if0t was the first message received. Fix J], so that IBpl >1 IBI/k. The 
communication problem h, restricted to A, x Bp has a t round protocol P ;  doing the 
following: Simulate P from the second round on, pretending that in the first round, 
Alice sent ~ to Bob and Bob sent/1 to Alice. By the induction hypothesis, we can find 
A' and B' of the appropriate size. {:3 
Proof of Theorem I. Assume the communication game has a t round protocol. Find 
A' ~_ K and a subset B' of the polynomials over K with degree at most n with the 
properties stated in Lemma 3, i.e. 
]A'] >~ k/s', IB ' l~k~+t/kt=k "+t-' 
and 
Vx E A 'Vf (X) ,g(X)~ B': f (x)  ffi g(x). 
Since two different polynomials of degree at most n over a field can agree on at most 
n points, we have that 
IA'{ ~< n v IB'{ ~ I 
SO 
and 
k/s t <~ n v k M+ I-~ <~ I 
min (n + l, log k -- tog n t / 
By Lemma 2, this is also a lower bound on the cell probe complexity of the original 
problem, O 
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we only have to determine if f(o)is pos.itive, 
4. Let K -- Zp. p >~ 3 a prime. Any size bound s cell probe algorithm solving 
the n~dified pob~omial eroluation problem for polynomials of degree at most n has 
complexity at least 
( n + ! Iog p - log n ~ 
rain ~,21ogp, ~ ]" 
Proof. We note that if. for n + I different points ai, there are r polynomials which on 
each as agree on whether their value is positive or not, then r ~< ~p/2] n+ !. Using this 
fact. we proceed ~-s in the proof of Theorem 1. [] 
We now define a language L~{0,1}*.  We let L~{0,1}m-~0 unless 
n = m['logm'l + m for some integer m. Let x be a string oHength m ['log m'] + m. The 
first ml'logm" 1bit~ of x are interpreted as the binary notation of the coefficients of 
a degree m - t polynomial f (X)  over the ring Zm. If the last m bits do not have the 
form O'tO m-a-t, then x~ L; otherwise, xc  L if and only if f(a) is positive. Clearly 
LoP .  
Theorem 5. L ~ incr- TIM E (o (log n/log log n)). 
Pmef. The method is similar to the lower bound proof for the Union-Split-Find 
problem in [9]. Suppose an implementation on a random access computer of the 
dynamic language membership roblem for L is Oven, with the complexity of the 
~tu,%~ and que~ operations being o(Iog n/log log n). Let p be sufficiently large prime. 
Perform the lnit(p [Iogp'] + p) operation. The content of any memory location now 
has to bounded by a polynomial in p until the next xuit operation. These values 
include the values used for indirect addressing. We will not perform any more tnlt 
operations, o in the rest of the proof, we can identify the set of possible states of the 
random access memory (the memory images) of the implementation with { 1 ..... m} m, 
where m -- pO, j (it is convenient for our proof that only a polynomial number of cells 
can be accessed, but it is possible to modify the proof to not take advantage of this 
fact. This would give a lower bound in a stronger model, the decision assignment tree 
model [6,9]~ .............. 
We now describe a cell probe algorithm (~, { T~ }) for the problem of evaluating 
polynomials in gp[X] of degree at most ['logp] 2. 
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Let f (X )  be such a polynomial. Starting from the initialized memory image 
MoE {1, .... m}% we perform a sequence of ['logpl s change operations, making 
the first p rlogp'] bits of x into a representation f f (X) .  Let t.% resulting memory 
the assumption on  the complexity of the change 
o~rations, Mo and M/differ on at most r - r logp ' ] "  indices. ~t  th~ ind i~ 
az,...,a, and let the new content of a~ be d~. We need the following fact. du. 
to Ftedman et al. [5]. 
¢ Let m be an integer. There is a scheme for storing sets S = {1 ..... m} x {1 ..... m} 
using O(ISl) cells, each containing an element in {! ..... m}, so that for each j, the 
query "is (j,x) in $ for some x, and if so, return such an x" can be answered using 
O(l} probes. 
We store the set S-  {(aj,dj)} using this scheme. The structure uses O(r} cells, 
each containing an integer between 1 and m. Since m = pO~lp we can code the 
content of each cell as O(1) elements of Z, using any code we might like. 
By concatenating these codes, this gives us a vector in (Zp) °t°. We define O(f(X )) 
to b¢ this vector. We now show that over this structure, f (X)  can b¢ evaluated 
more efficiently by a family of decision trees than Theorem 4 permits. In order to 
evaluate f(a), we would like to run the operations ehaage(p ['logp'] + 1 + a, i }, 
on M/ since this would provide the answer. However, instead of M/, we 
only have the structure containing the ~;,Terence between Me and My at our 
disposal. We simulate performing the operations as follows: Each time we want 
to write the value d in a memory location i, we make a private note that the 
new content of location i is d. If we want o read a memory location a, we first see if 
it appears in our private notes. If it does not, we look it up in the encoding of $. If 
it does not appear there, we know that its content is the same as it was in Me. 
Changing and examining our private notes do not use 0(f(X}}, i.e. these actions 
can be hardwited into the decision tree, and so can the necessary knowledge about 
Me. Each lookup requires only a constant number probes, i.e. the total number of 
probes required to evaluate f (X )  on any point is oOogpiloglogp) by the assump- 
tion on the complexity of ohange and quary. But according to Theorem 4, the number 
of probes required is at least 
• / f log pl  2 + 1 Iogp -- Iog(['logp'] z) 1 ---- ['l(logpflog logpL 
mm~ ~ , logO(['logp'[*) 
a contradiction. [] 
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